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Title page of the first volume of Mykolas Kleopas Oginskis’ Memoirs. Unique edition with manuscript
supplements (published in 1826–1827 in French in Paris and Geneva). The Manuscript Department
of Vilnius University Library, VUB RS, F1-D170

WRITTEN LEGACY

"Being less than 18-years-old Mykolas Kleopas wrote
the "Letter to a Friend" (probably an imaginary one). In
this letter, he talks about the pleasures of rural life, philosophize what happiness is. [...] In that moment of his
life, Mykolas Kleopas was already confident that being
beneficial for your country in the future is the true source
of happiness."155
Andrzej Zaluski
"MEMOIRS"155
During the recent years, written legacy of Mykolas
Kleopas Oginskis is drawing more and more attention
of historians and researchers of his creative heritage.
The most valuable and informative part of this legacy
is "Memoirs about Poland and the Poles" (full name
in French – Mémoires de Michel Oginski. Sur la Pologue et les Polonais. Depuis 1788 jusqua la fin de
1815) [165], written during the year 1802–1826 and
concluded of four volumes.
When writing about "Poland and the Poles"
M. K. Oginskis had in mind the Polish-Lithuanian
Commonwealth (at that time simply referred as Poland, its inhabitant, including Lithuania and its inhabitants) eventually portioned in 1795. These memoirs
include the year of 1788–1815 and broadly illuminate the events in the former Grand Duchy of Lithuania, Poland, other European countries and Russia. At
first, 2 thousand copies of the book were released in
Paris. It received great interest and was quickly sold
out. Year after that, M. K. Oginskis arrived in Geneva
to take care of printing new copies and the book was
published again – this time in edition of 3 thousand

copies. M. K. Oginskis also wrote books in French.
"Memoirs" in French were released in 1826–1827 in
Paris and Geneva. Preparing all 4 volumes for the release and writing its supplements M. K. Oginskis was
assisted by his personal secretary, Leonard Chodzka
(1800–1871), a few other assistants and text rewriters.
In 1827, the "Memoirs" releases appeared in other
languages. Germans were the first who took this work.
They in 1827 (Leipzig) and in 1845 (Bellevue), published it. In 1870–1871, the book was released in Polish in Poznan. M. K. Oginskis "Memoirs" were first
translated to Lithuanian and published in the year of
2007–2010 by the Regional Cultural Initiatives Center. This Center publishes books about the history and
culture of Samogitia and issues periodical magazine
about history, culture and education "Þemaièiø þemë"
(The Samogitian Land). The "Memoirs" from French to
Lithuanian was translated by Virginijus Baranauskas.
In 1956, from French to Polish was translated Mykolas Kleopas' "Letters about Music"156. Fragments of
this book were before published in several Polish periodicals. The text was translated and introductory article written by Tadeusz Strumila157. At the end of
the 20th and the beginning of the 21st century Lithuanian scientists focused on Lithuanian manor culture, at the same time their attention was drawn by
the personality and creative work of M. K. Oginskis.
Belarusian and Russian historians, musicologists, museums' specialists became interested in M. K. Oginskis. The lifestyle, activities and creative legacy of M.
K. Oginskis became the most important research object of M. K. Oginskis' grand-grand-grandchildren –

A. Zaluski, Vilnius, 2015, p. 23.
Michaù Kleofas Ogiñski, Listy o muzyce ("Letters about music"), Kraków, 1956.
157
Tadeusz Strumiùùo – Poland musicologist, climber. Born on 10th of July 1929 near Krakow, died on 12th of April 1956 in Tatra, when the
snow avalanche fell down on him.
155
156
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brothers Iwo and Andrzej Zaluski (they live in Great
Britain). They were the first who collected and published several publications about the Dukes Oginskiai
and their descendants. They also collected, recorded
and issued CDs of the remaining compositions of Mykolas Kleopas and other members of Oginskiai family.
In 2007, Oginskiai dynasty story "The Oginski Gene" written by I. Zaluski was translated from English
to Lithuanian and published in Klaipëda. A. Zaluski's
book "Michal Kleofas Oginski: Zycie dzialalnosc i
tworczosc" ("Mykolas Kleopas Oginskis: Life, Activity, and Creative Work") was translated from Polish to
Lithuanian and released in 2015.
From the original French to Lithuanian were translated and released in Vilnius the most important
publications representing written legacy of
M. K. Oginskis: in 2007–2011 "Memoirs", in 2014
"Letters about Music". "Precepts to a Son" were already issued 4 times in Lithuania – in 2007, 2011,
2013 and 2015.
One of the most interesting sets of "Memoirs" published in French in 1826 (Mémoires de Michel
Oginski. Sur la Pologue et les Polonais. Depuis 1788
jusqua la fin de 1815. Tome premier. 1826) is now
stored in the Manuscript Department of Vilnius University (VUB F1-D 170–173). There a lot of handwritten texts (they are not included in other "Memoirs" published between 1826 and 1827 and stored in other Lithuanian libraries; in total, there are
only a few sets in the Vilnius University). A very interesting bookbinding method was used for the publication belonging to the Vilnius University – the
one page of the flap is printed in the printing house
and another page of the flap contains handwritten
texts. On the opening of the book there is a manuscript facsimile, which begins with the words: "Me Biographie deperis non enfance gusgu'en 1788, épogue
ou commenemt ner Mémoires [...]."
A more detailed description of the book is not available in the library, so initially it was thought that in
addition to the printed text, where the survived manuscript was, and a full set was bound after the publication of "Memoirs". As the handwritten texts of manuscript were translated to Lithuanian, it emerged that hand-
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written texts are not the manuscripts of M. K. Oginskis himself and it is not the manuscript version of "Memoirs" published in French in 1826–1827. In the endpaper of the book, M. K. Oginskis explains the content
and emergence of the handwritten text:
"After my death, "Memoirs" will be handed over to my
wife and will remain in the family archives forever. To
read it will be able only my children and a few close friends.
There I put together all the facts, which I did not wish to
print in my "Memoirs" that it was not too voluminous. In
this copy will be corrected my biography up to 1788, and
especially the details of my private life. I described many
historical events, which although very important until now
were unknown, but I did not want them to print them as
long as I am alive. There are many very important letters
about a variety of things, many cheerful and unknown
details about famous people, whom I mentioned in the
"Memoirs". Since my eyesight is very weak, it is hard work,
especially in the last five years, when I live in Florence. I
cannot write for a long time and edit what is put into
these 4 volumes. I did not want to waste time, so I dictated
for a few hours per day. As I have never written drafts, so
it is no need to be surprised if inaccuracies and repetitions
will occur, style could often be poor with many of scriber's
mistakes, because there was always not enough time to proofread what I have dictated, and after a few days, I used to
forget about it. Nevertheless, I finished what I wanted to
finish with impatience [...].
Florence, 1st of June 1828.
Signed by Count Mykolas Oginskis"
Additions were written using a nice script. They
have not yet been translated in other languages or
published. In 2015, the historian Dr. R. Ðmigelskytë-Stukienë began to research the manuscripts. It is
likely that the art historian Paulius Galaunë158 handed over four unique volumes of the "Memoirs" to
the Library of Vilnius University. It is unknown how
these books came to him. The printed and handwritten texts were printed on the same facture paper.
Printed pages of the book are identical to editions "Memoirs" published in French in 1826–1827 and which
are stored in various libraries of Lithuania. There are a
number of books from the former manors' libraries of
Oginskiai in Martynas Maþvydas National Library of

158
Paulius Galaunë (1890–1988) – a Lithuanian art historian, museum curator, and graphic artist. He was one of the first professional museum
curators in Lithuania and was well-published on topics of Lithuanian folk art.

Facsimiles of Mykolas Kleopas Oginskis’ biography and Memoirs published in 1826–1827. The Manuscript
department of Vilnius University Library, VUB RS, F1-D170
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Lithuania, The Wroblewski Library of the Lithuanian
Academy of Sciences, The Vilnius University Library,
and The Public Library of Kaunas County and in some
other major Lithuanian libraries. The fact that these
books previously belonged to the Dukes Oginskiai is
proved by the fact that the pages remained with armorial seals, records and dedications of the Dukes Oginskiai. Rietavas and Plungë manors' libraries were very famous in the end of 19th – at the beginning of the 20th
c. Museum specialist Genovaitë Razbadauskienë writes159:
"In the search for library books of the Dukes Oginskiai of
Plungë [...] I visited the biggest libraries of Lithuania. There I found many books with a seal of the library of Plungë
manor. The seals reveal that books from the Central State
bookstore reached Kaunas Vytautas Magnus University Library, Library of Vilnius State University, Library of Kaunas
University of Technology, Public Library of Kaunas County
and some other libraries in Lithuania. Records, dedications
and armorial seals of Oginskiai family demonstrate that the
library of Plungë manor consisted of Mykolas Kleopas Oginskis' books (1765–1833). Those books from Zalesye (Aðmena County) reached Rietavas and Plungë. In the most books, there is the armorial seal of Olga Oginskienë (Mykolas
Oginskis' mother). The library of Plungë manor was very
valuable. It is known that there were all four volumes "Memoirs" released in 1826–1827 in French.
A. Zaluski writes160:
"In 1833, while living in Florence, Oginskis just before his death all of his archives sent to his residence in
Zalesye. After the November Uprising, period was difficult and dangerous, Mykolas Kleopas son Irenëjus sent
the archives to St. Petersburg, and from there they were
transferred to Moscow."
There are a lot of letters of M. K. Oginskis, important documents, manuscripts, including so far unpublished childhood biography of Mykolas Kleopas,
which he called "Ma biographie"161 ("My Biography") and "Additions a mes mémoires" ("Supplements
of My Memoirs"). The archive is stored in the State
Archive of Moscow (cat. 12, no. 2006-310). Lithuanian historians have not researched it yet; therefore,
comparative analysis between "Memoirs" and "Supplements" has not been done.

"LETTERS ABOUT MUSIC"
A collection of musical-aesthetic essays "Letters
about Music" is another important and now for Lit-

Razbadauskienë G., "Kas naujo apie kunigaikðèiø Oginskiø bibliotekà? ("What is New About the Library of Dukes Oginski?"), Þemaitija,
http://samogitia.mch.mii.lt/KULTURA/daileoginskiu.lt.htm (Site previewedon: 29-07-2015).
160
A. Zaluskis, Vilnius, p. 16.
161
Mykolas Kleopas Oginskis, Ma biographie ("My Biography"), Russian State Arvhive of Ancient Acts in Mascow.
159
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In 1996, A. Zaluski, during a visit to the State Archive of Moscow, did not make the copies of "Supplements", only took note of just a few facts.
It is very likely that after Oginskis wrote the supplements of "Memoirs", two copies of it were made –
one of them is now stored in Moscow, the second one
in the Vilnius University Library (bound to the unique 4 volume "Memoirs").
In the times of Mykolas Kleopas, it was common,
that copyists multiplied the unprinted works. In the
introduction of the essay set of M. K. Oginskis "Letters about Music" (1956, Krakow, published in Polish), musicologist Tadeusz Strumila notes that copyists made several copies of "Letters about Music", of
which at least four in 1956 were known. Two copies
were stored in Krakow (one in the Jagiellonian Library, the other in a private collection), and the other two
– in the archives of the former Soviet Union.
"Memoirs" is by far the main source of knowledge
about the life and work of M. K Oginskis from 1788
to 1815. Many historians, researchers of life and work
of Mykolas Kleopas, his creative work promoters, use
it. Also the authors, who write about M. K. Oginskis
and his lifetime era. In this book many quotations from
"Memoirs" are used, also some facts from it are retold.
Many facts from "Memoirs" were specified and renewed according to Dr. R. Ðmigelskytë-Stukienë's study about M. K. Oginskis (Vilnius, 2013).
In the "Memoirs", M. K. Oginskis mostly writes about
the historical events that – while preparing the book for
release – he was able to justify by remained manuscripts,
records and in Florence received documents.
After the release of "Memoirs", which was full of
plain facts, Mykolas Kleopas received a little criticism,
although the majority of readers were grateful for the
informative, objectivity, actualization of the history of
the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. The French,
of course, were the most pleased that "Memoirs" were
written in French.

huanian public available part of M. K. Oginskis' written legacy. The "Letters" with a help of Leonard Chodzka and other copyists M. K. Oginskis completed and
together with supplements combined to a manuscript
while living in Florence in 1826–1829. During the
lifetime of Mykolas Kleopas, this essay collection was
not published. For the first time entire text of the "Letters" in Polish, as previously mentioned, was published in Krakow in 1956 (translated, comments and
introduction prepared by T. Strumila).
In this publication (title in Polish "Michal Kleofas
Oginski: Listy o muzyce") T. Strumila writes that the
first two letters were published in Poland (1879) in
"Family Chronicle" ("Kronice rodzinnej") together with
a summary of other letters. In 1933, the summary of a
full text was published in 21st and 22nd issues of "Eastern Express" ("Express Poranny"). In 1934, in the first
issue of "Music" ("Muzyka") (p. 30-31) was published the shorter version of a summary.
During the lifetime of M. K. Oginskis, "Letters
about Music" were distributed as manuscript copies.
During the last years of M. K. Oginskis life, his vision
continued to weaken. As mentioned above, in the "Letters about Music" Mykolas Kleopas mentions that a
copyist rewrites his texts. It is possible that copyists
could make mistakes and in some places interpret the
texts in their own way, change its structure. It is not
known whether it was made a comparative analysis
with the former "Letters" before making copies, whether they are different or not; it is also unknown how
many of those copies (except the four mentioned by
T. Strumila) still remain today.
From the French version, Virginijus Baranauskas translated the copy of "Letters about Music" to Lithuanian
in 2014. The copy was obtained from the Belarusian
researchers of M. K. Oginskis' legacy. Comparing this
French text with issued Polish "Letters" in Krakow
(1956), we found minor discrepancies (places of some
paragraphs differ in the text, a short introduction of
M. K. Oginskis, where the author has pointed out the
purpose of writing the letters appears only in the Polish
book). It is likely that T. Strumila translated "Letters
about Music" from the other copy of original language.
"Letters about music" consists of two letters of his
fellows' Maria Marquis de Martelini and Gaetano De
Gra and five M. K. Oginskis' letters, of which the first
two are autobiographical. The third letter provides information about music history, various forms of folk

music; the fourth letter presents vocal music of the
end of the 18th – the first decades of the 19th century; the fifth letter is about instrumental music, its artists, and performers.
The information provided in the "Letters" is not
encyclopedic and these letters are not letters in the
true sense of the word. According to T. Strumila, they
are rather memoirs about music. They were written in
a style of fine literature. "Letters" reveals who and when
influenced musical views of M. K. Oginskis, his taste
for a music, in what circle of artists the composer was
from his childhood up to the day of the manuscript of
"Letters about music" occurrence. From the "Letters",
we learn many new details about the life of
M. K. Oginskis, his visits and life in Paris, St. Petersburg, Warsaw, Constantinople, and in other European cities, about the last years of his life in Italy.
"PRECEPTS TO A SON"
A large part of M. K. Oginskis' written legacy has
been lost in the pages of history. The creative work,
which remained up to this day, is still not fully discovered, researched or published -for instance, Mykolas
Kleopas work on economic issues that he mentions in
his childhood memoirs and many other.
Archives of the Dukes Oginskiai (several thousand
files) are stored in Lithuanian State Historical Archives. Belarusians researched the fund of Oginskiai and
found precepts to a 14-year-old son Irenëjus, who in
1822 went to study in Italy (LSHA, Fund 177, Inventory 1, and File 67). The precepts in Lithuanian
were first published in the magazine "Þemaièiø þemë"
(Samogitian Land), 2005, No. 4, p. 6, 54. Region
Cultural Initiative Centre in cooperation with Oginskiai Cultural History Museum of Rietavas published
"Precepts to a Son" in Lithuanian in 2007 (translated
by V. Baranauskas); in 2013 was published Lithuanian, English and French edition (translated by V.
Baranauskas and Kæstutis Urbaitis); in 2015 Lithuanian edition again. Lithuanian version of "Precepts
to a Son" in recent years has published in many
periodicals and websites.
OTHER LITERARY WORKS
After A. Zaluski looked over all M. K. Oginskis archives stored in the State Archive of Moscow and made
some copies of it, he had come to the conclusion:162
"In his youth, Oginskis wrote satirical poems. They
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no longer exist." M. K. Oginskis admiration for versification continued in the subsequent years. After becoming a member of the Lithuanian Treasury Commission, he lived in Grodno and worked in Grodno Seimas. According to Mr. Zaluski, "Oginskis began to work
full of youthful enthusiasm. He was interested in the
economic side of work and did not like legal affairs.
This Seimas was filled with intrigue, suspicious relationships, dishonesty, and corruption. [...]
Deliberations delayed as lawyers talked a lot. This
teased Mykolas Kleopas so much that he wrote a dozen rows epigram on this topic. The work was anonymous, but everyone recognized the author. Lawyers
appealed against him, even the epigram exhilarated
the others. [...]"
Igor Belza (1904–1994) attributes to creative
work of M. K. Oginskis anonymous brochure "Parrot". Two thousand copies were published, however, in Lithuanian libraries none of these publications can be found. In the book about life and creative work of M. K. Oginskis, A. Zaluski writes163:
"I have Zubov's164 biography written by Oginskis,
which I received in Moscow. It is completely unstudied
and there are some interesting details. [...] After Oginskis
wrote and published "Memoirs" in Paris and Geneva,
he felt the need for further writing. He corresponded
and wrote a small-scale historical works: Biography of
Platon Zubov, History of Courland Governorate. I do
not know whether to his authorship or translation could
be attributed biographies of Mokronowski165, the Duke
Jozef Poniatowski, Ignacy Krasicki166; or maybe Stanislaw Potocki167 as the author or the translator of these biographies."
As we know, Mykolas Kleopas in his childhood
accustomed to writing a diary, summaries of read
books, he took notes of important details of events,
meetings, and deliberations. Oginskis also collected received letters, other documents. If he could
not retain the originals, he did copies of them. A

BOOKS, ARTICLES ABOUT MYKOLAS
KLEOPAS OGINSKIS
In the Lithuanian are published several books about
Mykolas Kleopas Oginskis in Lithuania. In 2007, the
Regional Cultural Initiatives Centre prepared richly
illustrated publication for youngsters "Itinerary of Polonaises". Articles of Danutë Mukienë, Giedrës Rutkauskaitë, Vytas Rutkauskas and Milda Vyðteinitës are
published in this book. In 2008, the readers attained
from Belarusian to Lithuanian translated Sergei Verameiciko's book "Mykolas Kleopas Oginskis (1765–
1833)". At the end of 2013, the first book about
M. K. Oginskis was prepared and issued by the scho-

A. Zaluskis, Vilnius, p. 26.
A. Zaluskis, Vilnius, p. 45.
164
Platon Zubov (1767–1822) – Duke, Count, Russian statesman and war figure, Russian Emperor‘s guard poruchik, general-in-chief, the last Russian
empress Catherine II favorite. He was an owner of several big manors in Kurzeme and in Lithuania. Together with his brother Valerian Zubov participated
in collusion against Paul I. During the ruling of Alexander I, he was suspended from the active politics. The last year of life he spent in his manors.
165
Stanisùaw Mokronowski – chamberlain of Stanislaw August Poniatowski, member of the Four-Year Sejm, in 1792 member of the battles against
Russia, in 1794 a member of the Tadeusz Kosciuszko Uprising, brother of Andrzej Mokronowski. Born on 10th of January 1761 in Bogucin
(near Wùocùawek), died on 19th of October 1821.
166
Ignacy Krasicki (1735–1801) – Polish poet, bishop.
167
Count Stanisùaw Kostka Potocki – Polish politician, writer, art historian. Born in 1755 in Lublin, died on 14th of September 1821 in Wilanów.
162
163
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part of the archive disappeared under different circumstances; however, a large and important part was
preserved. These letters are in the State Archives of
Moscow, Lithuanian State Historical Archives, and
supplements of the "Memoirs".
A. Zaluski in his book claims that M. K. Oginskis was not only the author of a melody of the current anthem of Poland but also of the words. In
recent years, this topic has been considerably discussed. So far, as it could be, in Poland there are
more opponents to A. Zaluski's opinion than there
are supporters. The main reason is that so far texts
of M. K. Oginskis, where he would have claimed
such fact, have not been found. It might be that
such information is still waiting for a sight of the
researcher in unstudied parts of his written legacy,
supplements of "Memoirs", letters, and other documents of M. K. Oginskis stored in the archives.
Belarusian researchers and M. K. Oginskis' memory promoters have recently received Mykolas Kleopas archive copies from the State Archives of Moscow. Archivists of Lithuania are planning to get these
copies too. Then the opportunity to research life,
personality and work of M. K. Oginskis will broaden for anyone interested on a topic in Lithuanian.

From the left: cover of the exhibition catalogue "Ten, kur kvieèia tëvynës meilë ir pareiga" (Where the
Homelands’ Love and Duty Call"), prepared by The Wroblewski Library of the Lithuanian Academy of
Sciences, Vilnius University Library, and Lithuanian State Historical Archives for Mykolas Kleopas Oginskis
250th birth anniversary in 2015 [designer Saulius Juozapaitis]. Vilnius. 2015; book cover for the "Kunigaikðèiai
Oginskiai Lietuvos istorijoje. Kultûrinës veiklos pëdsakais" ("Dukes Oginskiai in the History of Lithuania. In
the Follow of Cultural Work") [designer Rasa Labutienë], Vilnius: Lithuanian Pedagogical University, 2010

lars. It was the study of Dr. Ramutë Ðmigelskytë-Stukienë "Mykolas Kleopas Oginskis: Politician, Diplomat, Minister and His Collection of Passports" (published 2013 in the printing house of Lithuanian University of Educational Sciences). In 2015, the book
was released in Russian and in English. In 2010, R.
Ðmigelskytë-Stukienë edited and issued the set of scientific articles "The Dukes Oginskiai in Lithuanian History. Traces of Cultural Activities", that were published in Vilnius Pedagogical University. These articles
were based on scientific reports of national and international conferences held in the Oginskiai Cultural
History Museum of Rietavas. During recent years, Lit-

huania and other European countries are releasing CDs
of Mykolas Kleopas Oginskis' and his family member's recordings, the music sheets are constantly published. A lot of information about Oginskiai is published in the magazine "Samogitian Land" and other periodicals. More information about Oginskiai in Lithuanian is on the internet (website "Mykolas Kleopas
Oginskis (1765–1833)", www.mko.lt). The lifestyle,
activities, work and creative work of Mykolas Kleopas
Oginskisy is also widely presented on the website "Samogitia" (www.samogit.lt). Among Lithuanian musicologists, Laima Kiauleikytë168 published the highest
number of publications about M. K. Oginskis.

168
The most important publications of L. Kiauleikytë, related to the creation works of Mykolas Kleopas Oginskis (1765–1833): Lietuvos dvarø
muzikos kultûra tautinio atgimimo iðvakarëse" ("Lithuanian Music Culture in the Manors on the Eve of the Revival"), Menotyra, 1998, No 1,
p. 58–62; "Klasicizmas ir kunigaikðèio Oginskio kûrybinis palikimas" ("Classicism and the Heritage of Dukes Creation Work"), Acta
Academiae Artium Vilnensis, Vilniaus dailës akademijos darbai, Menotyra, 1998, N o. 1, p. 58–62), Vilnius, 1998, No. 14, p. 105–116;
"Muzikinës kunigaikðèio Mykolo Kleopo Oginskio (1765–1833) paþiûros" ("Musical Attitutudes of Mykolas Kleopas Oginskis (1765–1833)",
Þemaièiø þemë, 2005, No 4, p. 12–13; XVIII a. II pusës – XIX a. muzikinë dvarø kultûra: stiliaus epochø sankirtose ("Second half of 18 c. – 19 c.
Musical Culture in the Manors: Intersections in a Style Eras"), Vilnius, 2008; "Muzikinës kunigaikðèio Mykolo Kleopo Oginskio paþiûros –
epochos virsmo atspindþiai", Kunigaikðèiai Oginskiai Lietuvos istorijoje. Kultûrinës veiklos pëdsakais ("M. K. Oginskis’ Attitude Towards Music –
Epochal Transformation Reflections", Oginski Dukes in the History of Lithuania, Cultural Activity Footsteps), Vilnius, 2010, p. 171–190; "Tarp
dvaro ir miesto: stilistinë XIX a. Lietuvos dvarininkø muzikiniø pomëgiø kaita" ("Between the Palace and the City: Stylistic 19th c. Changes in the
Preferences of the Music"), Istorija. Mokslo darbai, 2013, volume 92, p. 69–80. A lot of information are published in a book of L. Kiauleikytë
XVIII a. II pusës – XIX a. muzikinë Lietuvos dvarø kultûra: stiliaus epochø sankirtose ("Second Half of 18 c.–19 c. Musical Culture in the Manors:
Intersections in a Style Eras"), Vilnius: Institute of Philosophy of Culture and Art, 2008.
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